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In Israel, language is utilized as a newspeak – controlled communication, designed by state forces. It, and the 
land it operates upon, are parts of what became a downfall strategy – an attempt to Judize the land and the 
worldview of it. For example, traces of the past widespread Palestinian agriculture, evident in the remains of 
the mountain-terraces, are now described by The Jewish National Fund, as “ancient ruins and derelicts on the 
side of the road.” As if, in, Indiana Jones style, ancient. 

For an exemplar narration of the view, KAKAL official site (originally in Hebrew) http://eyarok.org.il/2007/03/בשביל- וףמע -עוטף-הציפור-

 /מבשרת

The first word I remember uttering in then my just introduced language was “egoz.” A nut. 
Attempting to repeat the annunciation spoken to me from above  
(by a teacher I assume), the word got stuck, blocking my breath. It released itself with short 
inhalations, and tremendous effort, coughing the consonants out. 
My first spoken word in Hebrew held the power of choking you down and breaking your teeth. 

The word “language,” safa, stands also for the lip, and the edge. With this in mind, the horizon 
of articulation, and then the possibility of communication, is always positioned on the bodily 
edge, vulnerable to the fall, back to the prelinguistic abyss of the sensuous darkness.    

אדמה-דם-אדם

In the 2nd century CE Hebrew was deserted as a conversive 
language, and left untouched until the enlightenment, 
fifteen centuries later. It was slowly revived, back into a 
common use, by German-Jews, spreading the language first 
at home and later in what was then Palestine. There, it 
began to be enforced, through propaganda and at times as 
physical threat, on the Jewish newcomers, part of the 
formation of nationalistic Zionist movement. Gdud 
Megini Hasafa, or the Battalion for the Defence of the 
Language, a small but radical group that grew out of 
Herzilya Hebrew Gymnasium in the early 1920’s, was one 
extreme example of this Romantic attitude, which 
envisioned a deep relation between the resurrected 
language and the “newly” claimed land. A relation, that in 
Hebrew, is not only conceptual but also onomatopoeic: 
ADAM-DAM-ADAMA (man-blood-land), a sound throb that 
hits the lip and reverberates the pulse of the heart.  



After the 1948 war, villages and agricultural fields that were not utilized for the re-habitation of the Jewish 
immigration became nature preserves under the control of the Nature and Park Authority, and the Zionist 
organization - The Jewish National Fund - also known as KAKAL. 

I recall a 19th century saying; one cannot throw a rock in this area without hitting a holy grave or a madman. 
Today, 2016, rocks are piled with madmen and graves.   

I don't know how much holy has remained. 

And the land, sometimes it feels it’s a calling. Driving 
through the desert sun while it bounces back upon the 
drab hills, as if to pierce the retina, the heat caresses, 
loosens up the senses, could have been a purifying 
experience; if things were ... but, the hills of Judea and 
Samaria, of the West Bank, are calling. Bearing prophets 
bodies, they warn and mourn. Smoke.  
No fire. 

What underlines this continuous effort, is the 
attempt for the racial cleansing of local 
territory for the profit of one nation, one 
race. A sarcastic adoption by the European 
Jews of a race they were rejected from, that, 
in return, was reimagined: a new pure, 
masculine, and white Jew that is an orphan to 
diaspora ancestors. 

“Shall we leave the villages for the 
inhabitants’ return or shall we erase all 
traces of the villages recorded existence in 
any place or time?” - Golda Meir’s, 1948 
protocols.  
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